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When They Came For Me by John R. Schlapobersky 

9781776191031 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R280

In 1969, while a student at Wits University, John Schlapobersky was arrested for opposing apartheid 

and tortured, detained and eventually deported. Interrogated through sleep deprivation, he later wrote 

secretly in solitary confinement about the struggle for survival. In this exquisitely written memoir, 

written half a century after the event, the author reflects on the singing of the condemned prisoners, 

the poetry, songs and texts that saw him through his ordeal, and its impact. He transformed his life, 

guided by a sense of hope and working as a psychotherapist with a continuing focus on rehabilitation 

with others. Apartheid and its resistance come to life in this story to make it a vital historical document, 

one of its time and one for our own.

For My Country by Themba Maseko

9781776190539 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R275

In 2010, government spokesperson Themba Maseko was called to the Gupta family’s Saxonwold 

compound and asked by Ajay Gupta to divert the government’s entire advertising budget to the 

family’s media company. When Maseko refused to do so, he was removed from his position and 

forced to leave the public service. The life of this once-proud civil servant would never be the same 

again. Maseko, whose activism was forged in the Soweto uprising of 1976, is a product of the struggle, 

and has always been unfailingly loyal to the principles of the ANC. In 2016, when the party called on 

members with evidence of wrongdoing by the Guptas to step forward, Maseko was the only one to do 

so. For this courageous act of whistleblowing, he was ostracised, slandered and even threatened.

Just A Moment: A Memoir by Schalk Burger Snr With Michael Vlismas 

9781776190843 | JonathanBall Publishers | TPB | R275

One of the greats of South African rugby shares the many layers of his colourful and eventful life. From 

rugby legend to businessman, wine farmer, cultural custodian, musician, father and grandfather,

Schalk Burger’s memoir is an intensely personal and honest journey of the triumphs and hardships 

that have shaped the life of a much-loved South African. Burger is a storyteller extraordinaire, and he’ll 

have you snorting into your beer as you read about run-ins with officialdom, fisticuffs on the field, how 

he became the first white Springbok selected from a Coloured team, and the day Cheeky Watson 

asked to wash his feet. This is a glimpse into the life and times of one of the country’s most recognised 

figures and told in the stories of the many lives that intersected with his.
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I Am A Girl From Africa: A Memoir by Elizabeth Nyamayaro

9781398507449 | Jonathan Ball Publishers | TPB | R295

When severe drought hit her village in Zimbabwe, Elizabeth, then eight, had no idea that this moment 

of utter devastation would come to define her life’s purpose. Unable to move from hunger, she 

encountered a United Nations aid worker who gave her a bowl of warm porridge and saved her life. 

This transformative moment inspired Elizabeth to become a humanitarian, and she vowed to dedicate 

her life to giving back to her community, her continent, and the world. A powerful memoir about a girl 

from Africa whose near-death experience sparked a dream that changed the world.
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Sooley by John Grisham

9781529368017 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

Seventeen-year-old Samuel “Sooleyman”,comes from a village in South Sudan, a war-torn country 

where one third of the population is a refugee. His great love is basketball and his prodigious leap and 

lightning speed make him an exceptional player. He has been noticed by a coach taking a youth team 

to the United States. If he gets through the tournament, Samuel's life will change and he must leave 

his family behind, at least at the beginning. As American success beckons, devastating news reaches 

Samuel from home. Caught between his dream and the nightmare unfolding thousands of miles away, 

'Sooley', as he's nicknamed by his classmates, must make hard choices about his future. This quiet, 

dedicated boy must do what no other player has achieved, become a legend in twelve short months.

The Bone Code by Kathy Reichs 

9781471188909 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R330

When a hurricane hits the Carolinas, it uncovers two bodies, sharing uncanny similarities with a cold 

case in Quebec that has haunted Temperance Brennan for fifteen years. At the same time, a rare 

bacterium that can eat human flesh is discovered in Charleston. Panic erupts and people test 

themselves for a genetic mutation that leaves them vulnerable. With support from her long-time 

partner Andrew Ryan, in a search that soon proves dangerous, Temperance discovers the startling 

connection between the victims of both murder cases and that both the murders and the disease 

outbreak have a common cause . . .

The Final Twist by Jeffery Deaver 

9780008462871 | HarperCollins | TPB | R330

Unique Investigator Colter Shaw is searching for the answer to his father’s final, posthumous riddle. It 

will lead him to evidence that will topple the secretive espionage company, BlackBridge. He believes 

BlackBridge to be responsible for his father’s murder and brother’s disappearance. They can 

outmanoeuvre anyone, as the long trail of bodies behind them can confirm.

But they haven’t yet met Colter Shaw.

This time the stakes are huge, the fate of a nation is in Colter’s hands. He must find the solution as to 

why his father died, but to do that he needs to stay alive…
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Judas Horse by Lynda La Plante 

9781785769818 | Bonnier | TPB | R330

Violent burglars have been terrorising residents across the English countryside. But when a mutilated 

body is discovered in a Cotswolds house, it becomes clear that this is no ordinary group of opportunist 

thieves. As Detective Jack Warr investigates, he discovers locals with dark secrets, unearths hidden 

crimes and hits countless dead ends. With few leads and the violent attacks escalating, he will have to 

act as audaciously as the criminals if he hopes to stop them. When Warr meets Charlotte Miles, a 

terrified woman with links to the group, he must use her to lure the unsuspecting killers into one last 

job, and into his trap. But with the law already stretched to breaking point, any failure will be on Warr's 

head and any more blood spilled, on his hands.

A Distant Shore by Karen Kingsbury 

9781982104351 | Simon & Schuster | HB | R300

She was a child caught in a riptide in the Caribbean Sea. He was a teenager from the East Coast on 

vacation with his family. He dove in to save her, and that single terrifying moment changed both their 

lives forever. Ten years later Jack Ryder is a daring secret agent with the FBI and Eliza Lawrence still 

lives on that pristine island. She’s an untainted princess in a kingdom of darkness and evil, on the 

brink of a forced marriage with a dangerous neighbouring drug lord, a marriage arranged by her 

father. This time when Jack and Eliza meet, there’s a connection neither of them can explain. Both 

their lives are on the line, and once again, the stakes are deadly high. Can they join forces in a 

complicated and dangerous mission?

Vanished by James Delargy

9781471177576 | Simon & Schuster | TPB | R330

The Kane family, Lorcan, Naiyana and their young son, relocate from Perth to Kallayee, an 

abandoned mining town in the Great Victoria Desert to start over again, free from their chequered 

past. The town seems like the perfect getaway: Peaceful. Quiet. Remote. Somewhere they won’t be 

found. But life in Kallayee isn’t quite as straightforward as they hope. There are noises in the earth, 

mysterious shadows, and tracks in the dust as if the town is coming back to life.  But the family can’t 

leave. No one can talk sense into them. And now, no one can talk to them at all. They’ve simply 

vanished. Now it's up to Detective Emmaline Taylor to find them, before it’s too late.
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Other Women by Cathy Kelly 

9781409179276 | Orion | TPB | R310

Three women. Three secrets. Three tangled lives.

Sid wears her independence like armour. So, when she strikes up a rare connection with unlucky-in-

love Finn, they are both determined to prove that men and women can just be friends. Can't they? 

Marin has the perfect home, attentive husband, two beloved children and a secret addiction to 

designer clothes. She knows she has it all, so why can't she stop comparing herself to other women? 

Bea believes that we all have one love story and she's had hers. Now her life centres around her son 

and support group of fierce single mums, the women she shares everything with. Well, apart from the 

one secret she cannot tell anyone...

Listening Still by Anne Griffin

9781473683112 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R335

Passed down from generation to generation, this gift means she is able to make wrongs right, to give 

voice to unspoken love and dying regrets. She and her father have worked happily alongside each 

other for years, but now he's unexpectedly announced that he wants to retire early and leave the 

business to her and her life is called into question. Does she really want to be married to the 

embalmer, or does she want to be with her childhood sweetheart, off in London? Does she want to 

have children, and pass this gift on to them? And does she want to be stuck in this small town, or is 

there more of the world she wants to see. What if what she's always thought of as a gift is a curse?

Ariadne by Jennifer Saint 

9781472273871 | Headline | TPB | R355

As Princesses of Crete and daughters of the fearsome King Minos, Ariadne and her sister Phaedra 

grow up hearing the hoofbeats and bellows of the Minotaur echo from the Labyrinth beneath the 

palace. The Minotaur, Minos's greatest shame and Ariadne's brother demands blood every year. 

When Theseus, Prince of Athens, arrives in Crete as a sacrifice to the beast, Ariadne falls in love with 

him. But helping Theseus kill the monster means betraying her family and country, and Ariadne knows 

only too well that in a world ruled by mercurial gods, drawing their attention can cost you everything. In 

a world where women are nothing more than the pawns of powerful men, will Ariadne's decision to 

betray Crete for Theseus ensure her happy ending? Or will she find herself sacrificed for her lover's 

ambition?
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Watch Her Fall by Erin Kelly

9781473680845 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

Swan Lake is divided into the black acts and the white acts. The Prince is on stage for most of the 

ballet, but it is the swans audiences flock to see. Dancers would kill for the part. Ava Kirilova has 

reached the very top of her profession. After years and years of hard graft, pain and sacrifice as part 

of the London Russian Ballet Company, allowing nothing else to distract her, she is finally the poster 

girl for Swan Lake. Even Mr K – her father, and the intense, terrifying director of the company – can 

find no fault. Ava has pushed herself ahead of countless other talented, hardworking girls, and they 

are all watching her now. But there is someone who really wants to see Ava fall . . .

Not Dark Yet by Peter Robinson

9781529343120 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

The gruesome double murder at an Eastvale property developer's luxury home should be an open 

and shut case for Superintendent Banks and his team of detectives. There is a clear link to the 

notoriously vicious Albanian mafia, men who left the country suspiciously soon after the death. Then 

they find a cache of spy-cam videos hidden in the house and Annie and Gerry's investigation pivots to 

the rape of a young girl that could cast the murders in an entirely different light. Banks's friend Zelda, 

thinks she will be safer in Moldova hunting the men who abducted, raped and enslaved her than she 

is Yorkshire or London. Her search takes her back to the orphanage where it all began, stirring up 

great danger.

Greenwich Park by Katherine Faulkner 

9781526626332 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R325

Helen has it all. Daniel is the perfect husband. Rory is the perfect brother. Serena is the perfect sister-

in-law. And Rachel? Rachel is the perfect nightmare. When Helen, finally pregnant after years of 

tragedy, attends her first antenatal class, she is expecting her loving architect husband to arrive soon 

after, along with her confident, charming brother Rory and his pregnant wife, the effortlessly beautiful 

Serena. What she is not expecting is Rachel. Extroverted, brash, unsettling single mother-to-be 

Rachel, who just wants to be Helen's friend. Who just wants to get know Helen and her friends and 

her family. Who just wants to know everything about them. Every little secret…
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Peaces by Helen Oyeyemi

9780571366583 | Faber & Faber | TPB | R320

Peaces is the story of Otto and Xavier Shin, a couple who embark on a mysterious train journey that 

takes them far beyond any destination they could have anticipated. As the carriages roll along, they 

discover each is more curious and fascinating than the last, becoming embroiled in this strange train 

and its intrigue. Who is Ava Kapoor, the sole full-time inhabitant of the train, and what is her 

relationship to a man named Prem? Are they passengers or prisoners? We discover who orchestrated 

the journey, hurtling them all into their past for clues. This is a brilliant, wise, strange and, above all, 

beautiful novel.

Black Buck by Mateo Askaripour 

9781529376739 | John Murray | TPB | R355

Meet Buck. But before Buck was the Muhammad Ali of sales, floating like a butterfly and selling like a 

demon, he was Darren, an unambitious twenty-two-year-old living with his mother and working at 

Starbucks. All that changes when a chance encounter with Rhett Daniels, the silver-tongued CEO of 

NYC's hottest tech start-up, results in Darren joining Rhett's elite sales team. On his first day Darren 

realizes he is the only Black person in the company, and when things start to get strange, he 

reimagines himself as 'Buck', a ruthless salesman, unrecognizable to his friends and family. Money, 

partying, and fame soon follow Buck, but when tragedy strikes at home, Buck begins to hatch a plan 

to help young people of colour infiltrate America's sales force, setting off a chain of events that forever 

changes the game.

The Zookeeper of Belfast by S. Kirk Walsh 

9781529345537 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R355

1941. With the men away fighting, animal-lover Hettie Quin is made Belfast Zoo's first ever female 

zookeeper. She is put in charge of Violet, a three-year-old Indian elephant, and they soon form a 

special bond. With Violet at her side, Hettie can almost escape the grim reality of her life: the father 

who has abandoned her family; the sister who recently died; the war that's raging hundreds of miles 

away. But the devastation of war is closer than she thought. When the bombs begin to rain down on 

the city, Hettie must gather all her courage to protect those she loves the most. Can she save Violet –

and get through unscathed herself?
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Fidelity by Marco Missiroli 

9781474613354 | Orion | TPB | R335

Carlo, a part-time professor of creative writing, and Margherita, an architect-turned-real estate-agent. 

A happily married couple in their mid-thirties, perfectly attuned to each other's restlessness. They are 

in love, but they also harbour desires that stray beyond the confines of their bedroom. Carlo longs for 

the quiet beauty of one of his students, Sofia, Margherita fantasises about the strong hands of her 

physiotherapist, Andrea. But it is love, with its unassuming power, which ultimately pulls them from the 

brink, aided by Margherita's mother Anna, the couple's anchor and lighthouse – a wise, proud 

seamstress hiding her own disappointments. But after eight years of repressed desires and the birth 

of a son, when the past resurfaces in the form of books sent anonymously, will love be enough to save 

them?

Raft of Stars by Andrew J. Graff 

9780008453596 | HarperCollins | TPB | R330

Tired of seeing his best friend Dale Breadwin abused by his alcoholic father, Fischer Branson takes 

action. A gunshot rings out, and Bread and Fish flee into the woods. They build a raft, but the river 

quickly leads them into even greater danger. In their wake travel a group of adults , each determined 

to save the boys from the terrors of Ironsford Gorge. The further they go, the more the wilderness 

starts to change them in profound and unexpected ways. And when they reach the edge of the Gorge 

itself, they begin to understand the true violence and beauty of the natural world, and its ability to heal. 

No matter where you run danger will always follow…

The Final Revival of Opal & Nev by Dawnie Walton 

9781529414509 | Quercus | TPB | R355

Opal is a fiercely independent young woman pushing against the grain in her style and attitude, a 

Black punk artist before her time. Despite her unconventional looks, Opal believes she can be a star. 

So, when the aspiring British singer/songwriter Neville Charles discovers her one night, she takes him 

up on his offer to make rock music together. In early seventies, just as she's finding her niche as part 

of a flamboyant and funky creative scene, a rival band signed to her label brandishes a Confederate 

flag at a promotional concert. Opal's bold protest and the violence that ensues set off a chain of 

events that will not only change the lives of those she loves, but also be a deadly reminder that 

repercussions are always harsher for women, especially Black women, who dare to speak their truth.
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Noise by Daniel Kahneman

9780008309008 | HarperCollins | TPB | R360

We make thousands of decisions every day, from minute choices we don’t even know we’re making 

up to great, agonising deliberations. But when every decision we make is life-changing, the way we 

reach them matters. And for every decision, there is noise. This book teaches us how to understand 

all the extraneous factors that impact and bias our decision-making and how to combat them and 

improve our thinking. Filled with new science, fascinating case studies and revealing practical 

examples, the skills this book teaches can be readily used by private or public institutions, by 

schools, hospitals, businesses, judges and in our everyday lives.

Do Not Disturb by Michela Wrong  

9780008294434 | HarperCollins | TPB | R380

In the old version, an idealistic group of young rebels overthrows a genocidal regime in Kigali, 

ushering in an era of peace and stability that makes Rwanda the donor darling of the West, winning 

comparisons with Switzerland and Singapore. The new version examines afresh questions which 

dog the recent past: Why do so many ex-rebels scoff at official explanations of who fired the missile 

that killed the presidents of Rwanda and Burundi? Why didn’t the mass killings end when the rebels 

took control? Why did those same rebels, victory secured, turn so ruthlessly on one another?

Michela Wrong uses the story of Patrick Karegeya, once Rwanda’s head of external intelligence and 

a quicksilver operator of supple charm, to paint the portrait of a modern African dictatorship created 

in the chilling likeness of Paul Kagame, the president who sanctioned his former friend’s murder.
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10 Rules for Talking by Tim Harkness 

9781788704090 | Bonnier | PB | R240

Surely, we don't need to learn how to talk? And yet, in an age of Brexit and Trump, where social 

media provides a platform for instantaneous, unfettered opinion, doesn't it feel that we have lost our 

ability to move discussions forward? This book is a timely guide to help you talk to people who do 

not share your opinion. Harkness focuses on difficult conversations, the complex, emotional and 

recurring discussions that persistently affect our personal and professional lives. The ten rules will 

teach you to remember most people are good and worthy of respect (Rule 3), why it is important to 

keep a conversation safe (Rule 5) and how to truly listen (Rule 9). Learn how to persuade, respond 

and most importantly, keep the conversation progressing.



Non- Fiction

The Way We Survive by Catriona Morton 

9781398700550 | Orion | TPB | R310

Sexual violence is an epidemic happening across all intersections of society, impacting every one of 

us. In the aftermath of the #MeToo and Time's Up movements, a cultural conversation has been 

ignited about the prevalence, immediate impact and long-term effects that sexual violence has on 

people. It has begun conversations on sexism, misogyny, consent and trauma. From the 

entertainment industry to governments, from India to the USA, people are beginning to listen to the 

pain survivors have been living with forever. Bringing her voice to the fore, Catriona Morton offers up 

a cultural critique of rape culture in the UK, along with personal, intimate insights into how survivors 

live with and cope in the aftermath of such a violation.

The African Lookbook by Catherine E. McKinley 

9781620403532 | Bloomsbury | HB | R690

Most of us grew up with images of African women that were purely anthropological with bright 

displays of exotica where the deeper personhood seemed tucked away. Or they were chronicles of 

war and poverty. But now, Catherine E. McKinley draws on her extensive collection of historical and 

contemporary photos to present a visual history of what is among the earliest photography on the 

continent. These images tell a different story of African women, how deeply cosmopolitan and modern 

they are in their style; how they were able to reclaim the tools of the colonial oppression that 

threatened their selfhood and livelihoods. Featuring works by celebrated African masters, African 

studios of local legend, and anonymous artists, this book captures the dignity, playfulness, austerity, 

grandeur, and fantasy-making of African women across centuries.

How to Fix Meetings by Graham Allcott & Hayley Watts 

9781785784750 | Icon Books | BPB | R80

Providing realistic and practical advice, productivity professionals Graham Allcott and Hayley Watts 

show how to reduce the amount of time you spend in meetings and ensure that the ones that you do 

attend are genuine opportunities to collaborate and get things done. Learn how to hold and attend 

meetings where the focus is on the outcome; get to grips with the 40–20–40 Continuum, so that only 

20 per cent of your attention for each meeting is spent in the meeting itself and the rest is in the 

preparation and the follow-through and understand when it’s necessary to say that you won’t be 

attending and how best to do so.
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World Travel: An Irreverent Guide by Anthony Bourdain 

9781526630230 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R350

Anthony Bourdain saw more of the world than nearly anyone. His travels took him from his 

hometown of New York to a tribal longhouse in Borneo, from cosmopolitan Buenos Aires, Paris, and 

Shanghai to the stunning desert solitude of Oman's Empty Quarter and many places beyond. A life 

of experience is collected into an entertaining, practical, fun and frank travel guide that gives readers 

an introduction to some of his favourite places in his own words. Featuring essential advice on how 

to get there, what to eat, where to stay and, in some cases, what to avoid. Supplementing Bourdain's 

words are a handful of essays by friends, colleagues, and family that tell even deeper stories about a 

place, including sardonic accounts of traveling.

The Power of Geography by Tim Marshall 

9781783965953 | Elliott & Thompson | TPB | R380

Tim Marshall’s global bestseller Prisoners of Geography showed how every nation’s choices are 

limited by mountains, rivers, seas and concrete. Since then, the geography hasn’t changed, but the 

world has. In this revelatory new book, Marshall takes us into ten regions that are set to shape global 

politics and power. Find out why the Earth’s atmosphere is the world’s next battleground; why the 

fight for the Pacific is just beginning and why Europe’s next refugee crisis is closer than it thinks. In 

ten chapters covering Australia, The Sahel, Greece, Turkey, the UK, Iran, Ethiopia, Saudi Arabia,

Spain and Space, delivered with Marshall’s trademark wit and insight, this is a lucid and gripping 

exploration of the power of geography to shape humanity’s past, present and future.
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The Musical Human by Michael Spitzer 

9781526602770 | Bloomsbury | TPB | R475

Today music fills our lives. How we have created, performed, and listened to this music throughout 

history has defined what our species is and how we understand who we are. Yet music is an 

overlooked part of our origin story. This book takes us on an exhilarating journey across the ages 

from Bach to BTS and back to explore the vibrant relationship between music and the human 

species. With insights from a wealth of disciplines, world-leading musicologist Michael Spitzer 

renders a global history of music on the widest possible canvas, looking at music in our everyday 

lives; music in world history; and music in evolution, from insects to apes, humans to AI.



Non- Fiction

Light in the Darkness by Professor Heino Falcke 

9781472274502 | Headline | TPB | R355

10th April 2019: a global sensation. Heino Falcke, a man "working at the boundaries of his discipline 

and therefore at the limits of the universe" had used a network of telescopes spanning the entire 

planet to take the first picture of a black hole. Light in the Darkness examines how mankind has 

always looked to the skies, mapping the journey from millennia ago when we turned our gaze to the 

heavens, to modern astrophysics. Heino Falcke and Jorg Romer entertainingly and compellingly 

chart the breakthrough research of Falcke's team, an unprecedented global community of 

international colleagues developing a telescope complex enough to look directly into a black hole, a 

hole where light vanishes, and time stops. What does this development mean?

Kamala Harris by Orange Hippo! 

9781800690752 | Welbeck Publishing | HB | R135

Over 150 quotes from one of the world's most admired, relevant and exciting public figures today. As 

the daughter of immigrant parents from India and Jamaica, she rose to become district attorney of 

San Francisco, attorney general of California, United States senator and finally to achieve the 

pinnacle of all her firsts: the first female Black and Asian-American Vice President of the United 

States. Throughout her distinguished career, she has been recognized for speaking the truth, 

standing up to the powerful, fighting against injustice and inequality and advocating for those who 

could not defend themselves. Her support for Black Lives Matter and women's rights, as well as 

healthcare and immigration, along with her courage and determination, has made her a powerful 

force in politics and on the world stage.
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The Art of Business Wars by David Brown 

9781529307016 | John Murray | TPB | R385

Business is a fight for survival. In this book, leaders match their wills in pursuit of opposing 

outcomes, they devise strategies, and marshal resources for victory. Success can turn on the 

smallest of details, a single tactical blunder can topple an empire. Ultimately, one side triumphs and 

victory is all that matters. David Brown, masterfully frames some of the biggest business rivalries in 

history using revered Chinese military strategist Sun Tzu's insights and pragmatic advice. Each 

rivalry tells a story of combined wits, strategies, and resources. Brown chronicles the rise of 

companies as they vanquish rivals, formulate innovative plans, and adapt to keep up with shifting 

needs. The goal? Stay ahead of the competition and emerge victorious.



Non- Fiction

Philip: The Final Portrait by Gyles Brandreth 

9781444769586 | Hodder & Stoughton | TPB | R405

Philip is the man Elizabeth II once described as her 'constant strength and guide'. Who was he? 

What was he really like? What is the truth about those 'gaffes' and the rumours of affairs? This is the 

final portrait of an unexpected and often much-misunderstood figure. It is also the portrait of a 

remarkable marriage that endured for more than seventy years. Philip and Elizabeth were both royal 

by birth, both great-great-grandchildren of Queen Victoria, but, in temperament and upbringing, they 

were two very different people. The Queen's childhood was loving and secure, the Duke's was 

turbulent; his grandfather assassinated, his father arrested, his family exiled, his parents separated 

when he was only ten. Elizabeth and Philip met as cousins in the 1930s. They married in 1947, aged 

twenty-one and twenty-six.
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MasterChef Green by Adam O'Shepherd 

9781472978325 | Bloomsbury | HB | R770

As cooks, whether that be in a professional or home kitchen, there is one goal that many of us are 

trying to achieve right now, to cook more sustainably, to waste less and to have a lighter footprint on 

our environment. To cook greener. A big step in achieving this is for us all to make the step towards a 

more vegetable-led diet, and this book is packed with a mouth-watering selection of vegetarian 

recipes from around the world. Accessible and simple, yet utterly delicious, the recipes within these 

pages will delight home cooks and embody the MasterChef philosophy of 'ordinary people cooking 

extraordinary food'. Whether it's a quick and simple dinner or a weekend feast to show off your 

MasterChef skills, there is something for even the hungriest of carnivores in these pages.

Ripe Figs: Recipes and Stories from the Eastern Mediterranean by Yasmin Khan 

9781526609724 | Bloomsbury | HB | R770

Food and travel writer Yasmin Khan travels through Greece, Turkey and Cyprus sharing vibrant 

recipes and powerful stories from a region that has long stood as a meeting point between Europe 

and the Middle East. Traveling by boat and land, Yasmin Khan traces recipes that have spread from 

the time of Ottoman rule to the influence of recent refugee communities. At the kitchen table, she 

explores what borders and identity mean in an interconnected world. Featuring more than 80 

delicious, easy-to-cook recipes that put vegetables centre stage and unite around thickets of dill and 

bunches of oregano, zesty citrus and sour pomegranates, sweet dates and soothing tahini and 

include dishes such as tomato and za'atar salad, courgette and feta fritters, pumpkin and cardamom 

soup, and pomegranate and sumac chicken.

A Table: Recipes for Cooking and Eating the French Way by Rebekah Peppler 

9781797202235 | Chronicle Books | HB | R590

An alluring, delicious invitation to the French table from Paris-based American food writer and stylist, 

Rebekah Peppler. It is both a repertoire-building cookbook and a stylish guide that will make readers 

feel as though they are traveling through France with a close friend. New York Times contributing 

writer Rebekah Peppler shares 125 elegant, “new French” recipes that reflect a modern, multicultural 

French table. With approachable recipes, a conversational tone, and aspirational photography, À 

Table contains secrets for cooking simple, sophisticated meals and recreating the magic and charm 

of French life anywhere in the world. Included are classics such as Crème Brûlée; regional dishes, 

such as Basque Chicken and Alsatian Cheesecake, as well as recipes born of the melding of the 

cultures and flavours.
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Wine Time: 70+ Recipes for Simple Bites That Pair Perfectly with Wine by 

Barbara Scott-Goodman

9781452181868 | Chronicle Books | HB | R450

Wine lovers rejoice! In this updated edition of the bestselling Wine Bites, Wine Time includes more 

than 65 all-new recipes for simple, scrumptious bites to go with your glass of vino. There are recipes 

for every occasion, whether a barbeque or book club, romantic date night or solo dinner, as well as 

wine pairings that complement each dish. With the added bonus of wine cocktails, step-by-step 

instructions for putting together a first-class cheese board, and a chapter on sauces and chutneys to 

elevate an hors d'oeuvres spread, this is an indispensable resource for anyone who likes to host 

parties, drink wine, and dabble in the kitchen.

The Curry Guy Thai by Dan Toombs 

9781787136144 | Hardie Grant | HB | R310

The Curry Guy aka Dan Toombs is back, and this time he is taking on Thai takeaway and restaurant 

favourites. Dan has spent over two decades working with chefs and eateries to research and create 

recipes that taste just like the takeaway. Thai cuisine is known for its light dishes that are packed with 

diverse flavours and textures, and which make the most of a fine balance of sour, sweet and salt. In 

this book, Dan offers up his own versions of those much-loved dishes, including beef massaman 

curry, red duck curry, pad Thai, fishcakes and summer rolls. With over 100 recipes, beautiful colour 

photography throughout, plus store cupboard tips and advice, you'll learn how to create your own

classic dishes at home.

The Family Meal: Home Cooking with Ferran Adrià by Ferran Adrià 

9781838662899 | Phaidon | HB | R885

What does Ferran Adria eat for dinner and how did he feed the hard-working staff at his fabled elBulli, 

the first 'destination restaurant', nestled on the Mediterranean coast north of Barcelona? The Family 

Meal features a month's worth of three-course menus created for and by Ferran and his team with 

meals that nourished and energized them for each evening's service. It is the first and only - book of 

everyday recipes by the world's most influential chef, now with a brand-new foreword by Ferran 

himself. A new edition of the iconic chef's globally bestselling home-cooking book, published on the 

10th anniversary of its first release.
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Illustrated

Review copies are subject to availability

Yinka Shonibare CBE: End of Empire by Thorsten Sadowsky 

9783777435893 | Thames & Hudson | HB | R1 180

Since the 1990s, the British-Nigerian artist Yinka Shonibare CBE (*1962, London) has developed 

opulently executed sculptures and installations, colourful collages and theatrically staged 

photographs and films. To do so he transforms episodes from art and history whose effects influence 

our present-day lives. The volume takes up the traces of colonialism and its consequences for role 

models, worldviews and body images in the works of Shonibare.

Is Our Food Killing Us? by Joy Manning 

9780500295663 | Thames & Hudson | PB | R385

Joy Manning explores the ways in which our food systems have failed us and how we can build a 

better, more sustainable future. Manning investigates how human bodies and brains respond to 

different flavors and food groups, and the ways in which corporations have exploited this to create 

hyperpalatable food products without nutritional value. She then critically addresses how companies 

market their products to maximize profit at the expense of public health, explaining how fast food 

came to rule. Zooming out and looking at the large-scale effects of diet, Manning examines the 

disastrous impact of modern agribusiness on climate change and biodiversity loss. Finally, Manning 

carefully considers solutions and how we can regain a healthier relationship with food

Wild Tea by Nick Moyle and Richard Hood 

9781859064573 | Welbeck Publishing | HB | R380

Wild Tea presents easy-to-follow recipes that teach you how to collect naturally sourced ingredients 

including berries, roots, seeds, leaves and flowers for brewing your own blends and special 

infusions, from classic night-time and hangover teas, to chai latte and Moroccan mint, to specialist 

barley tea, bubble tea and even dandelion coffee. There is also a 'best of the rest' section with more 

unique ingredients that can be used for drinks, such as ginger, cinnamon, pomegranate, orange and 

valerian. Whether you are a gardener, cook or crafter, Wild Tea is the perfect guide to allow you to 

take your health and wellness into your own garden and create specialized brews at home.
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Illustrated

Review copies are subject to availability

The Ten by Lauren Cochrane

9781787395053 | Welbeck Publishing | HB | R335

What are you wearing? In all likelihood, your outfit will feature at least one of these 10 items. Each 

ubiquitous piece has become an emblem of a certain style, carrying its own connotations and 

historical significance. They aren't just clothes, our social history is contained within these perfect 

10 pieces, and while trends may come and go, these are here to stay. The Ten includes deep dive 

explorations into each item’s history, how it gained its reputation, and what it means today, 

accompanied by stylish photography and illustrations. Stories of iconic adopters and landmarks in 

the story of each piece reveal how they have achieved their status as so ubiquitous and yet so 

extraordinary.
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Grow Your Own Pet Plants by Andrew Mikolajski 

9781922417060 | Smith Street Books | HB | R295

Buying houseplants is an addiction. You might start with a charming fern in the corner of your living 

room, and, before too long, every windowsill in your home is groaning under the weight of 100 

succulents. As your addiction grows, the cost adds up. That is why adopting plants, says author 

Andrew Mikolajski, is the best course of action. This adoption process can, of course, involve taking 

sick plants off your less-than-green-thumbed friends and nursing them back to health. Or perhaps 

finding the occasional freebie placed by the curb, abandoned and in need of a new guardian. But 

adopting a plant might also be as simple as growing a tiny cutting, a chunk of any plant, which has 

fallen or been gently snipped off into a full-size plant.

Queen of Clean by Lynsey Crombie  

9781787396135 | Welbeck Publishing | HB | R335

Cleaning has never been easier than with TV's Queen of Clean, Lynsey Crombie, and her guide to 

your new daily cleaning routine. No more mess, no more hours of chores on the weekend - just one 

15-minute session per day that you will power through in a flash - leaving you to enjoy the rest of 

your day. Once you adopt your daily 15-Minute Clean, you will never look back. Create your own 

quick and easy daily routine. Declutter and organise your home without a fuss. Create more time for 

loved ones. Soothe your soul with a tidy and calming environment. Never spend a weekend on 

chores again.



Illustrated

Review copies are subject to availability

Intuitive Eating for Every Day by Evelyn Tribole 

9781797203980 | Chronicle Books | PB | R335

Intuitive Eating is a life-changing path to cultivating a healthy relationship with food, mind, and body. 

Intuitive Eating for Every Day breaks it down for you with daily guidance. This book will be your ally 

and solace against a world steeped in diet culture. It will illuminate and encourage your Intuitive 

Eating journey, with 365 practices and inspirations to help you, Nurture the ten Principles of Intuitive 

Eating with 52 Weekly Intentions. Connect with your body in the here and now with Grounding 

practices. Cultivate gratitude for different aspects of nourishment with Meal Meditations. Identify self-

trust disruptors and awaken inner knowingness. Strengthen your mental, emotional, and physical 

health by setting boundaries. Reflect on emotions and cravings. Practice self-compassion, body 

appreciation, and self-care.
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The Urban Vegetable Patch by Grace Paul 

9781784884277 | Hardie Grant | HB | R270

The Urban Vegetable Patch is an eco-friendly guide to growing green, no matter your space. Starting 

with how to set-up your own vegetable patch up, be it on a windowsill, a balcony or even an allotment, 

you will learn how to make the most of your space, whatever the size. From how to grow vegetables 

organically, be it from seed or even food scraps, to making your own fertiliser, as well as practical tips 

on how to cook, store and share your haul, reduce your use of plastics and water, and even how to 

plant for wildlife, this book will inspire you to grow your way to greener way of living. So, dig in!

Botanical Soaps by Marta Tarallo 

9781787136687 | Hardie Grant | HB | R310

Sustainability is creeping into all aspects of our lives. The beauty industry is one of the biggest 

polluters, littering our oceans with used plastic bottles and containers. In response to this there is 

growing movement of people looking for cleaner and greener way to beautify. Learn how to simplify 

your beauty regime with Botanical Soaps as this book shows you how to create your own beauty 

products using all-natural ingredients. Demystify your skin type and discover how to combat 

bathroom plastic, minimise your routine by making your own soaps, shampoo bars and other beauty 

products including, lip butters, cleansers, bath salts and natural deodorants. A beautiful and inspiring 

lifestyle guide that will encourage you to green up your beauty regime.



Paperback Fiction

August by Callan Wink 

9781847088130 | R230
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A compelling, authentic and poignant 

story of the joys and traumas that 

irrevocably shape us all.

.

Home Stretch by Graham Norton 

9781473665163 | R215

Sunday Times Bestseller & Winner of the An

Post Irish Popular Fiction Award.

Hamnet by Maggie O'Farrell 

9781472223821 | R215

Winner Of The 2020 Women's Prize For 

Fiction.

The Three-Body Problem (Book 1)

by Cixin Liu 

9781800246683 | R225

Soon to be a Netflix Original Series 

from the creators of Game of Thrones.

The Dark Forest (Book 2) by Cixin Liu

9781800246690 | R225

Soon to be a Netflix Original.

If It Bleeds by Stephen King 

9781529391589 | R195

The eagerly awaited paperback edition of the 

No. 1 bestselling hardcover featuring a

stand-alone sequel.

Death's End (Book 3) by Cixin Liu 

9781800246706 | R225

Soon to be a Netflix Original.

Rabbits for Food by Binnie Kirshenbaum

9781788164665 | R250

A devastating, darkly comic story of a 

woman's slide into depression and 

institutionalisation from a master of razor-

edged literary humour.

.



Paperback Non-Fiction

The Address Book by Deirdre Mask 

9781781259016 | R275
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An exuberant work of popular history: why something as seemingly mundane as an address can save lives 

or serve the powerful.

.

Acting with Power by Deborah Gruenfeld 

9781788164955 | R275

A bold and eye-opening exploration of the true nature of power and how to use it.

The Sell by Fredrik Eklund 

9780349408200 | R240
.

America's No. 1 real estate broker shares the secrets of his unique approach to selling.

The Ratline by Philippe Sands 

9781474608145 | R240

Love, lies and justice on the trail of a Nazi fugitive.



NB! Deadline for requests: Monday 
10 May 2021

Click here to get your wishlists in!

Thank You.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeLYLVTTZPfNNOqkhFKgX6UdU3tbIXOu0vWz_4XBGecNeACPg/viewform

